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ABSTRACT

taking advantage of the new programming interface. In a
typical SDN network, centralized controller connects and
controls switches in the network using an SDN protocol.
A natural approach that has been proposed in recent years
uses high-level domain specific languages (e.g. Frenetic [3],
Pyretic [11], NetKAT [1], Maple [15], NetCore [10] ,declarative networking [9] ) that raise the level of abstraction and
make it easier to program controllers with orders of magnitude reduction in code sizes.
However, we argue that domain specific languages, while
useful, are perhaps not the most intuitive approach for network operators, who often times are the consumers of router
solutions, and while are experts at configuring routers, may
not be trained to program them, particularly in domain specific languages that have higher learning curves.
In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach based
on synthesizing an implementation automatically from examples. Our proposed NetEgg is based on the observation
that network operators typically like to work out examples
using timing diagrams and topologies, when coming up with
new network configurations and designs. Typically, these
examples would be generalized into design documents, followed by pseudocode and then finally implementation. NetEgg aims to facilitate the entire process, by generating implementations directly from the examples themselves.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
Proof-of-concept design and implementation. We have
developed the NetEgg tool, that allows network operators
to specify network policies using example behaviors. Instead of implementing a network policy by programming,
the network operator simply specifies the desired network
policy using scenarios, which consist of examples of packet
traces, and corresponding actions to each packet.Given the
scenarios as input, NetEgg automatically generates a controller program that is consistent with example behaviors,
including inferring the state that needs to implement the network policy, interested fields associated with the state and
rules for processing packets and updating states.
Validation. We validate the NetEgg tool to synthesize SDN
programs that use the POX controller directly from examples. NetEgg is agnostic to the choice of SDN controllers,
and can also be used in non-SDN settings. We demonstrate
that NetEgg is able to synthesize network policies using a
small number of examples in less than 1 second. The synthesised controller program has little overhead and achieves
comparable performance to equivalent imperative programs
implemented manually in POX.

The emergence of programmable interfaces to network
controllers offers network operators the flexibility to implement a variety of policies. We propose NetEgg, a programming framework that allows a network operator to specify
the desired functionality using example behaviors. Our synthesis algorithm automatically infers the state that needs to
be maintained to exhibit the desired behaviors along with
the rules for processing network packets and updating the
state. We report on an initial prototype of NetEgg. Our
experiments evaluate the proposed framework based on the
number of examples needed to specify a variety of policies considered in the literature, the computational requirements of the synthesis algorithm to translate these examples
to programs , and the overhead introduced by the generated
implementation for processing packets. Our results show
that NetEgg can generate implementations that are consistent with the example behaviors, and have performance comparable to equivalent imperative implementations.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.3 [ComputerCommunication Networks]: Network Operations
General Terms: Design; Languages; Management

1.

∗

INTRODUCTION

Recent emergence of software-defined networking (SDN)
provides a unified programming interface and offers the flexibility for network operators to program network policies.
Major router vendors provide APIs to enable programmability (either vendor specific or tied to OpenFlow), and cloud
orchestration systems such as OpenStack also comes with
package for service chaining and network virtualization.
However, a key challenge that has yet to be addressed is
providing an intuitive abstraction that allows network operators to program their own protocols and policies, hence
∗
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2.

ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO

switches. We also assume all packets are sent to the controller for execution. We leave relaxation of the restriction
in future work.
From the input scenarios, NetEgg generates a policy table,
multiple state tables, and a controller program. This process
is highlighted in Figure 3. The network operator describes
scenarios about the desired network policy to NetEgg, which
tries to generate an SDN controller program consistent with
the behaviors described in the scenarios. The generated program uses a set of state tables and a policy table. State tables allow the controller program to remember the history
of a policy execution, in between arrival of messages and
local events. The policy table dictates the actions for processing incoming packets and updates to state tables for various cases. The controller program takes as input incoming
packets, looks up the policy table, which will determine state
table updates and actions to be applied to the packets.

controller
Campus
Network

Port 1

Port 2
S

Internet

Figure 1: A stateful firewall example.
To illustrate the use of NetEgg, we consider the example of
a stateful firewall in Figure 1. In this example, we have an
SDN-enabled switch S that connects to the campus network
via port 1, and the Internet via port 2. The network operator wishes to configure the switch’s security policy as follows: (1) all outgoing campus network traffic is allowed to
go through, and (2) only selected trusted hosts in the Internet
are allowed send traffic to the campus network. A host in the
Internet is considered as trusted if some host in the campus
network has sent traffic to it before.
S
<1,*,*>
send

S
<2,*,*>
drop <2,*,*>
drop

<1,ip1,ip2>
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Figure 2: Three stateful firewall scenarios. In the scenarios, we use a 3-tuple to denote a packet, with the fields being incoming port, source IP and destination IP address.
We use ∗ to denote wildcards.

Network

Figure 3: Tool architecture.
Revisiting the firewall example from the previous section,
we first describe the tables that are generated by our tool,
before describing the controller program. We will describe
how these tables are generated by the tool in Section 5.

Figure 2 shows three scenarios described by network operators:
• First scenario. The network operator describes the case
where a packet arriving on port 1 should be sent out regardless of the source and destination addresses.
• Second scenario. A packet arriving on port 2 is dropped
if there is no prior knowledge to indicate that a campus
host has ever contacted the sender.
• Third scenario. The first packet received by the switch
is from port 1, and its source/destination IP address is ip1
and ip2 . Note that instead of specifying the concrete IP
addresses, the network operator uses symbolic constants.
A symbolic IP address represents any possible IP address.
When the second packet reaches the firewall on port 2,
it is sent to the campus network, since the host with ip2
received packets from the host with ip1 and thus is considered as a trusted host.
Given the scenarios in Figure 2, NetEgg generates the
program that implements the desired policy. The program
can be written as an SDN controller program, or compiled
into configuration changes on the switch itself. As part of
the program generation, NetEgg automatically generates the
data structures and code necessary to implement the policy
expressed by these scenarios.

3.

NetEgg

Scenarios

send

3.1

State Tables

In our example, the firewall needs to remember all the destination hosts that have been contacted recently as trusted
hosts. Hence, the generated program maintains a state table
ST which stores a state for each IP address. NetEgg automatically derives the fact that for a given IP address ipaddr,
the state of ipaddr in ST is either 0 or 1, indicating that
ipaddr is untrusted or trusted respectively. Initially, the program assigns all states in the table to be 0. The program
accounts for three cases: 1) When it gets a packet from port
1, it sends the packet out, and moreover, it sets the state associated with the destination IP to 1; 2) When it gets a packet
from port 2, it checks whether the state associated with the
source IP is 1. If so, the packet is allowed to get through; 3)
If the state associated with the source IP of the packet from
port 2 is 0, it is dropped.

3.2

Policy Tables

The above state table is manipulated by rules implementing
the desired policy. These rules are captured in a policy table,
as shown in Table 1 for the firewall example.
The policy table contains three rules, corresponding to
the three rows in the table. These three rules correspond
to the three cases in the program described above. Every
rule has four components: Match, Tests, Action and Up-

NETEGG OVERVIEW

In this section, we first present an overview of the NetEgg
tool. For ease of presentation, we consider an implementation running on a centralized controller, rather than on the
2

Match
port=1
port=2
port=2

Tests
ST (srcip)=1
ST (srcip)=0

Action
send
send
drop

4.1

Updates
ST (dstip):=1
-

In our programming framework, variables and fields of packets are typed. Examples of base types we use are bool, enumerated types such as {0,1}, int[1..n] (integers 1 through
n), IP ADDR (set of IP addresses). We also use Act to denote the set of actions for processing packets, and in our
examples, Act equals {drop, send}. A packet-type consists of a list of names of fields of the packet along with
their types. In our example, the packet-type consists of three
fields and is given by hport : int[1..2], srcip : IP ADDR,
dstip : IP ADDRi. A (concrete) packet specifies a value for
each field of type corresponding to that field. A symbolic
value of a type T is either a concrete value of type T, ∗ representing wildcard value, or a variable x of type T. A symbolic
packet specifies a symbolic value for each field.
An event is a pair (sp, a), where sp is a symbolic packet
and a is an action in Act. A scenario is a finite sequence of
events. A scenario-based program is a finite set of scenarios.
With this notation, scenario 3 of Figure 2 corresponds to:
(hport=1, srcip=ip1, dstip=ip2i, send), (hport=2, srcip=ip2,
dstip=ip1i, send).
A scenario is called concrete if all the symbolic packets
appearing in the scenario have only concrete values. A (symbolic) scenario can be viewed as a short-hand for a set of
concrete scenarios. This set is obtained by replacing each
wild-card by every possible value of the corresponding type,
and each variable by every possible value of the corresponding type. Note that if the same variable appears in multiple symbolic packets in a scenario, then it gets replaced by
the same value. Thus, the symbolic scenario 3 of Figure 2
corresponds to n2 concrete scenarios if the type IP ADDR
contains n distinct addresses.

Table 1: The policy table for the stateful firewall.
dates. Match specifies the packet fields and corresponding
values that a packet should match. Tests check whether the
state associated with some fields in a state table is a certain
value. For example, ST (srcip)=1 in the second rule checks
whether the state associated with the source IP address of the
packet is 1 in ST . Action defines the action that is applied to
matched packets. Updates change the state associated with
some fields in a state table to a certain value. For example,
ST (dstip):=1 in the first rule changes the state associated
with the destination IP address of the packet to 1 in ST .

3.3

Generic Controller Program

With the policy table, a generic controller program is used
for processing incoming packets at the controller. The generic
controller program matches each incoming packet against
each rule in the policy table in order. A rule is matched,
if the packet fields match the Match and all Tests of the rule
are satisfied. The first matched rule applies Action to the
packet, and state tables are updated according to Updates.
Figure 4 shows an illustrative execution of an incoming
packet trace shown in subfigure (a). Initially, all entries in
the state table ST are 0, as shown in subfigure (b). When
the first packet p1 is received by the switch, it is matched
against each rule in Table 1 in order. The first matched rule
is the third rule, since p1 matches the Match (port=2) and
the state of the field srcip of p1 in ST is 0, satisfying the
Tests (ST (srcip)=0) in the rule. Therefore, the rule applies
the Action and drops p1 . Since the third rule does not have
any Updates, the state table remains the same as in subfigure
(b). The second packet p2 in the trace matches the first rule,
since the rule specifies the Match without any Tests. The
program sends p2 through the firewall and also applies Updates (ST (dstip):=1) of the rule. Thus, the entry indexed by
the dstip field of p2 in the state table ST is changed to 1, as
shown in subfigure (c). The third packet p3 is sent, since the
state of its source has been changed to 1 and it matches the
second rule. Finally, the state of the source of p4 is 0 and
thus it matches the third rule and gets dropped.
p1:<port=2, srcip=1.2.3.1, dstip=10.0.0.2>
p2:<port=1, srcip=10.0.0.1, dstip=1.2.3.1>
p3:<port=2, srcip=1.2.3.1, dstip=10.0.0.2>
p4:<port=2, srcip=1.2.3.2, dstip=10.0.0.1>
(a) An example packet trace
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(b) The initial state table

4.2

State Tables

A d-dimensional state table ST is a key-value map of type
T1 × .. × Td → S, for some base types Ti and an enumerated type S. We call S the state set, and state values for the
values in S. We use dim(ST ) to denote the dimension of
ST . In our example, the only state table maintained is of
type IP ADDR→{0,1}, and its dimension is 1.
The operations we allow to a state table are tests and updates. A test (update, resp.) of a state table ST of type T1 ×
..×Td → S is of the form ST (f1 , .., fd )=s (ST (f1 , .., fd ):=s,
resp.), where fi is a packet field of type Ti and all fi ’s are difIP
ferent,
s ∈StateS is a state value. In our example, ST (srcip)=0
is1.2.3.1
a
test
and10 ST (dstip):=1 is an update of ST with the field
1.2.3.2
srcip and dstip respectively.
To evaluate a state table, we define a valuation v of a state
table ST of type T1 × .. × Td → S to be a function mapping
a key of type T1 × .. × Td to a state value in S. For example, the initial valuation of the state table in our example
maps every IP address to 0. A test ST (f1 , .., fd )=s is true
for a packet p under a valuation v iff v(p.f1 , .., p.fd ) = s,
where p.fi indicates the value of the field fi of p. An update ST (f1 , .., fd ):=s for a packet p under a valuation v re-

(c) The changed state table

Figure 4: An illustrative execution.

4.

Scenarios

FORMAL DEFINITIONS

In this section, we provide a more formal definition of the
policy and state tables, which will allow us to describe how
the policy tables are generated for each set of scenarios in
the next section.
3

turns a new valuation v 0 such that v 0 (p.f1 , .., p.fd ) = s and
v 0 (k) = v(k) for other keys. In the example in Figure 4,
ST (srcip)=0 is true for p1 under the initial valuation (subfigure (b)) of ST . ST (dstip):=1 for p2 under the initial valuation returns the new valuation as shown in subfigure (c).

4.3

the values of d and m. NetEgg also allows network operators
to provide values for d and m.
We first show the hardness of the policy learning problem.
T HEOREM 1. The policy learning problem is NP-hard.
P ROOF SKETCH . Reduce from 3SAT.
Now we present a synthesis algorithm to the policy learning problem. At a high level, the algorithm guesses a policy
table along with state tables within the space of all potential
consistent policy tables, and checks consistency against all
the scenarios for the guessed policy table. When terminating, the algorithm either returns a consistent policy table, or
reports no such policy table found.
Guessing a policy table. In order to be able to guess all possible consistent policy tables satisfying condition (1) and (2)
above, we generate a sketch of policy table for the input scenarios. A sketch of policy table covers all possible Matches
and Tests in order for every concrete packet to match a rule
in it, and we leave Action and state values in Updates as
?, meaning undetermined. With the sketch of policy table,
guessing a possible consistent policy table reduces to guessing values for ? in the sketch of policy table.
As an example for the scenarios in Figure 2 when d is 1
and m is 2, the Match of a rule in the sketch of policy table is
either port=1 or port=2. Since we have no knowledge about
the state tables, we consider all state tables with dimension 1,
i.e. ST1 :int[1..2]→ {0,1} and ST2 :IP ADDR→ {0,1}.
Besides, we consider all possible state values a test can take.
Therefore, every rule has 3 tests ST1 (port)=x∧ST2 (srcip)=y
∧ST2 (dstip)=z , and x, y, z taking state values from {0,1}.
The Action of every rule in the sketch of policy table is
represented as ?, meaning undetermined. The Updates of
every rule are represented as [ST1 (port):=?, ST2 (srcip):=?,
ST2 (dstip):=?]1 . Thus we generate 16 rules in total in the
sketch of policy table.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for generating the sketch
of policy table, given the scenarios SC1 , .., SCn and d, m.
It first generates the set M of all possible Matches (line 1).
Algorithm generate Matches generates a Match hf1 =m1 ,..,
fk =mk i for each (symbolic) packet hf1 =v1 ,..,fk =vk i appearing in a scenario. If vi specifies a concrete value, it sets mi
to be the same value. If vi is ∗ or a variable, we set mi to be
∗, since mi needs to match a variety of concrete values.
Next, it generates all possible tuples of fields which can
be used in Tests (line 2). Algorithm generate field tuples
returns all t-tuples (f1 , .., ft ) of fields with t ≤ d.
Finally, Algorithm 1 generates a list of rules by combining
Matches and each conjunction of tests (line 3-12). For each
tuple in F , a state table of corresponding type is generated
(line 6-7). By ranging over all state values for all tuples in
F (line 3), the Tests of a rule is generated as a conjunction

Policy Tables

Given a set of state tables T , a rule r = (ρ, α, a, β) based on
T has four components. ρ is of the form hf1 = m1 , .., fk =
mk i, where fi is a name of a packet field, and mi is either a
value for the field or a wildcard. A packet p matches hf1 =
m1 , .., fk = mk i iff mi is wildcard or p.fi = mi , for i = 1
to k. a is an action in Act. α is a conjunction of tests and β
is a sequence of updates, where each test/update is of some
state table in T . The four components ρ, α, a, β correspond
to Match, Action, Tests, Updates in Table 1 respectively. As
an example, each of the last 3 rows in Table 1 is a rule based
on the corresponding state table. A policy table based on T
is an ordered list of rules, and every rule is based on T .
A valuation V of a set of state tables T is all the valuations
of each state table T . A packet p matches a rule (ρ, α, a, β)
under a valuation V iff p matches ρ and every test in α is
true for p under the corresponding valuation in V. Suppose
the first matched rule for a packet p under a valuation V is
r = (ρ, α, a, β). Then a will be executed on p and every
update in β will be executed. We denote the execution for
p/a

packet p as V −−→P T V 0 , with V 0 the new valuation.
Given a concrete scenario SC = (p1 , a1 ), .., (pm , am ), a
pi /ai

policy table P T is consistent with SC iff Vi−1 −−−→P T Vi
for i = 1, .., m, where V0 is the initial valuation in which
every valuation maps every key to an initial state value in S.
A policy table is consistent with a symbolic scenario iff it
is consistent with all concrete scenarios represented by the
symbolic scenario.

5.

POLICY TABLE GENERATION

Given scenarios describing a stateful policy by the network
operator, the goal of NetEgg is to generate a controller program consisting of a set of state tables and a policy table that
is consistent with the given scenarios. We refer to this as the
policy learning problem, formally defined as follows:
Policy learning problem. Given scenarios SC1 , ..., SCn
and two natural numbers d and m, the policy learning problem seeks a set of state tables T and a policy table P T based
on T , such that (1) ∀ST ∈ T , if ST is of type T1 ×..×Tt →
S, then t ≤ d and |S| ≤ m, (2) all state tables in T have different types and (3) P T is consistent with all scenarios SCi .
Note that the natural number d is the maximum dimension
of state tables and m is the maximum number of states that
are used by state tables. The second condition is a natural
assumption, since multiple state tables with the same type
can be merged into a single state table using a larger state
set. NetEgg generates a consistent controller program by
solving the policy learning problem repeatedly by increasing

1
For ease of presentation, the Updates here do not cover the case
where one entry of ST2 is updated by ST2 (dstip):=? and then
ST2 (srcip):=? in the same rule. This can be achieved by adding
another update ST2 (srcip):=? to the end of Updates and introducing an auxiliary value - for ?, meaning no change.

4

each rule has |F | + 1 undetermined values. Thus the worst
|F |
complexity of our algorithm is O(2|M |m (|F |+1) log m ).

of tests of the corresponding state table ST and indexed by
a tuple in F (line 8). We leave the Action and state values in
Updates in rules as ?.
Algorithm 1 generate sketch([SCi ], d, m)
1: M =generate Matches(SC1 , .., SCn )
2: F =generate field tuples(d)
3: for all tuples of state values (v1 , .., v|F | ) s.t. vi ≤ m do
4:
for all ρ in M do
5:
for i-th tuple (f1 ,..,ft ) in F do
6:
let (T1 , .., Tt ) be the corresponding type
7:
build a state table ST of type T1 × .. × Tt → S,
if no such table exists
8:
α = α ∧ ST (f1 ,..,ft ):=vi
9:
append ST (f1 ,..,ft ):=? to β
10:
end for
11:
add the rule (ρ, α, ?, β) to the sketch of policy table
12:
end for
13: end for

6.

EVALUATION

To validate the NetEgg design, we have implemented a prototype of NetEgg, and used it to generate POX controller implementations. NetEgg itself is agnostic to the choice of the
controller – requiring only the implementation of the generic
controller program in Section 3.3 within any controllers.
Our experiments are carried out in a virtual machine running Ubuntu 12 (64-bit). The host machine has i7-3520M
2.90GHz processors and 8 GB memory.

6.1

Tool Generality

Our first evaluation criteria is on the generality of NetEgg to
support a range of network policies. We studied 6 different
policies considered in literature [12, 2]. In the experiment,
we manually validate that the synthesized program meets the
desired policy. Table 2 summarizes our results. We leave a
systematic evaluation as future work.

Checking consistency. After guessing a policy table, we
need to check whether it is consistent with the input scenarios. When all scenarios are concrete, we can simply simulate
the execution of the guessed policy table for every concrete
scenario. The challenge here is that with symbolic scenarios, we need to ensure that every concrete scenario represented by a symbolic scenario is consistent with the policy table. Clearly, generating all concrete scenarios from
given symbolic scenarios is not feasible, since the range for
a field is unbounded in the worst case. To address this, we
make two assumptions. First, we assume that in a scenario
a variable only takes values different from every concrete
value of the corresponding type appeared in the scenario,
and variables of the same type in a scenario take different
values. With this assumption, instead of dealing with all
possible concrete scenarios, we can simply replace a variable by any concrete value which is different from both existing concrete values in the scenarios and values for other
variables, since all these concrete values for the variable
serve as the same role in the scenarios. Second, for every packet field, we assume that either all symbolic packets in all scenarios have wildcards in the field, or all symbolic packets have non-wildcards in the field. With this assumption, we can safely ignore all fields with wildcards in
both the Tests and Updates in a rule. Note that, these two
assumptions can be achieved by prepossessing the scenarios. For example, the scenario 1 of Figure 2 can be translated to two scenarios: [hport=1,srcip=ip1 ,dstip=ip1 i,send],
[hport=1,srcip=ip1 ,dstip=ip2 i,send].
While we can simply enumerate values for ? in order to
guess a policy table, we optimize the process by checking
consistency whenever a new value is assigned to ? in the
sketch of policy table. If the check fails, we try the next
value for the same ?. When all values for a ? fail the consistency check, we backtrack to last assigned ?. We omit the
discussion of other optimizations due to the limit of space.
There are O(|M |m|F | ) rules in sketch of policy table, and

Policy
Stateful firewall (Host)
Stateful firewall (TCP)
Learning switch
Flow affinity
Resonance
TCP handshake

# SC
3
5
3
4
5
4

# EV
1.67
3.4
3.33
2.5
4.6
2.75

Time
2 ms
17 ms
9 ms
16 ms
180 ms
6 ms

d
1
2
1
1
1
2

m
2
3
3
2
3
3

Table 2: Network policies generated from examples.# SC
is the number of scenarios, # EV is the average number
of events per scenarios, Time is the running time for the
synthesis algorithm, d is the maximum dimension of state
tables, m is the number of states in S.
Stateful firewall(Host). This is the motivating example we
have shown in Section 2.
Stateful firewall(TCP). The stateful firewall(TCP) is similar to the stateful firewall in the motivating example, except that it only allows incoming traffic from Internet in
an established TCP connection. The policy requires a 2dimension state table which maintains connection states for
each source-destination pair. When provided the knowledge
of the exact dimension of the table, we are able to generate
the policy with 5 scenarios and 17 events in total. In case
where no exact dimension provided, we are able to generate
the policy using 21 scenarios and 60 events in total, within
2.28 s. Additional scenarios are used to rule out programs
using small state tables, due to the fact that our heuristic
searches small state tables first.
Learning switch. The learning switch learns MAC-port mappings in the network. When a packet arrives, a learning
switch remembers its source MAC address with the associated incoming port. When the packet’s destination MAC is
associated with some port, the switch forward it to the port,
otherwise flood it. We can generate a learning switch with
5

2 ports using 3 scenarios with 10 events in total. Note that
our abstraction does not support MAC-port mappings, however, we can use the state of a MAC address to represent the
incoming port. Thus the policy needs 3 states for a MAC: 0
stands for no port learnt yet, 1(2 resp.) stands for the associated port is 1 (2 resp.). We plan to generalize our abstraction
to support arbitrary mappings in the future.
Flow affinity. We consider a simple policy that avoids connection disruptions during load balancing. We consider the
case where a switch forwards traffic to servers that connect
to it. Initially the switch forwards traffic to server A. After
getting a signal of shifting traffic, the switch starts forwarding traffic from hosts, which never communicated with any
servers, to server B, while keeps forwarding traffic to server
A if the sender has communicated to it before. This policy
requires two state tables, a 1-dimension state table storing
states (communicated with server A or not) for every host,
and another 0-dimension state table (i.e. a single entry) storing states about whether the signal is received.
Resonance. We generated a simplified version of Resonance [13] using 5 scenarios and 23 events. In our simplified
version, a host can be in one of the three states: Registered,
Authenticated, Operational. A host can transition from one
state to another when the associated server with current state
approves. Only the traffic from hosts in operational state is
allowed to enter the network.
TCP handshake. Our last example considers the state transition of three-way handshake of TCP. The desired policy
needs to maintain the TCP state for each connection, and
drops any packets that do not satisfy the TCP state transition. Like stateful firewall(TCP), we need a 2-dimension
state table to implement desired policy. With the knowledge
of the exact dimension, we can generate the desired policy
using 4 scenarios and 11 events in total. Without such information, we are still able to generate the desired policy in 238
ms using 12 scenarios and 32 events in total.
We make the following observations from our experiments.
First, the number of scenarios are small (ranging from 3-5),
and each scenario has 3-5 events on average. NetEgg is able
to generate the policy table in only a small fraction of a second. Moreover, we validate that the generated POX implementations are faithful to the example scenarios.

6.2

grams. We run a network with one switch and two hosts
in Mininet [8]. We use ping and iperf to test the latency
and throughput from one host to the other, respectively. Table 3 presents the average latency over 100 pings and average
throughput over 10 executions of iperf.
NetEgg-LS
POX-LS

Latency
36.08ms
34.08ms

Throughput
4.09Mbps
4.48Mbps

Table 3: Performance.
The results show that the performance of the automatically generated implementation is comparable to the imperative implementation with equivalent latency and throughput. The overhead, introduced by rule matching, state tests
of incoming packets and updates to state tables, is relatively
negligible compared to other overheads in POX.

7.

RELATED WORK

In addition to SDN DSLs described in Section 1, our work
is closely related to parallel work in the formal methods
community in programming by examples [6, 5, 7]. These
work typically implements finite-state reactive controllers
from specification of behaviors. A good example is recent
work done in Excel, whereby string transformation macros
can be generated from input/output examples [4]. [14] uses
both symbolic and concrete example to synthesize distributed
protocols.

8.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we provide an initial feasibility study into a
tool that automatically generates network policy implementations from examples. Our initial results are promising.
As immediate steps, we are exploring adapting these techniques beyond SDN protocols, particularly protocols that involve multiple switches/devices. In addition, our initial work
opens up a number of possible directions for us to explore
further. These include:
Programming environments. We plan to explore friendly
programming environments for network operators to interact
with NetEgg, which is able to detect and highlight inconsistency appearing in the input scenarios. Moreover, we plan to
explore automatically generating scenarios for network operators, improving the confidence for the synthesized program. Third, we plan to explore automatic verification tools
that can check synthesized programs against high level properties. This suggests a possible refinement-based approach,
where an operator starts off with a high-level property they
have in mind, and NetEgg iterate through scenarios given by
the verification tool until the synthesized program is correct.
Distributing the synthesized implementation. Our current strawman implementation requires that all traffic is sent
to the controller for processing, increasing the overhead due
to controller involvement. We are in the process of automatically inferring flow table updates from synthesized actions
in the controller policy table to avoid this problem.

Performance Overhead

Our next goal is to evaluate the efficiency of generated programs. Recall that we have a generic SDN controller program that is customized via the policy and state tables. Unlike a carefully hand-crafted implementation, our program
may incur additional overhead.
To quantify this additional overhead, we conduct preliminary evaluations using the learning switch example. For
comparison, we have implemented an equivalent imperative
version of learning switch in POX. In order to quantify only
the overhead of the implementation of the controller program, we forward all traffic to the controller in both pro6

9.
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